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The Prem Golf Academy in Chiang Mai, Thailand announces new on-site accommodation

With the recent opening of The Prem Residence golf enthusiasts can now find a complete, convenient, and
affordable golf instruction and accommodation package all in one location.

Oct. 7, 2009 - PRLog -- In their continuous pursuit for excellence, The Prem Golf Academy and Prem
Center have joined efforts in order to better cater the family golf and travel experience. 

With this month’s opening of The Prem Residence, managed by Mom Tri’s Villa Royale Group-Phuket and
conveniently built on the Prem Tinsulanonda International School (PTIS) campus, visitors can now reside
in close proximity to their sports instruction. 

Located 25 kilometers north of Chiang Mai, nestled in the Mae Rim valley amidst the rice fields, lush
countryside and surrounding mountains, The Prem Golf Academy along with The Prem Residence offer
you the ideal learning center for golf instruction.  

The Villa Royale Group (VR) accommodation is the personal creation of renowned artist, architect and
CEO of PTIS, Mom Luang Tridhosyuth Devakul, better known simply as Mom Tri, who is a descendant of
the King Mongkut Rama IV. Mom Tri’s concept goes beyond a characteristic International school.  With
the recent additions of top-level sports academies for golf, tennis, cricket and football, The Prem Center
offers a new and unique opportunity for visitors to northern Thailand to find the one place designed and
dedicated to sports instruction. For the golf student this means no distractions and no troubles, just the one
place to refine your swing! Family members will not feel left out as The Prem Residence adapts to the true
needs of all its visitors, granting them the flexibility to choose from a wide range of rooms, privately
arranged travel and cultural offerings around Chiang Mai, to a host of offerings right on campus from tennis
courts, cooking classes, swimming, health spa and massage, The Club restaurant and so much more.

The Prem Residence offers twenty-two suites which include standard and superior studios, along with
deluxe studios and two-bedroom deluxe suites, all of which incorporate the highest Villa Royale standards.
Modern comforts, private decks off every room, a peaceful courtyard with a swimming pool and Jacuzzi
create an atmosphere of calm and relaxation for guests. 

When selecting a golf school to attend, it’s certainly nice to have a fabulous vacation destination like
Chiang Mai, Thailand. Great instruction is also key to a successful golf school experience and that’s what
you’ll find at The Prem Golf Academy. The dedicated team at The Prem Golf Academy assists customers
to tailor a number of their half or full day golf packages to be enjoyed by the entire family. Private
instruction with video swing analysis and The Short Game School are two of the Academy’s most popular
requests.

The beauty of golf instruction in Thailand, and more specifically Chiang Mai, is that the surroundings
consist of breathtaking scenery as far as the eye can see, coupled with seasonal weather year round, and
most importantly, our affordable instruction by comparison to other Asian or western countries. With a
superb selection of five championship golf courses in premium locations, expand the scope of your holiday:
 your vacation can easily be transformed into one where the whole family is as equally satisfied as yourself.

Quality golf instruction is now available to everyone in the Asia Pacific region and beyond with short
commutes available directly to Chiang Mai from Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore making this an
ideal golf vacation destination. For a fun-filled family golf experience come visit us or log onto 
http://golf.premcenter.org to discover more.
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# # #

The only golf facility in Northern Thailand offering 1st class instruction in a professional learning
environment. Our indoor and outdoor learning center offers a wide array of adult and junior programs
instructed by American and Thai golf professionals.

--- End ---
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